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1. Introduction
The term of outsourcing comes from English words
“Outside Resource Using”, what absolutely describes the
nature of outsourcing – the realization of business
processes by external resources. Outsourcing is the process,
when chosen business activity is transferred to external
supplier of this activity. External supplier provides this
activity or process and also responses for this activity. [12].
Outsourcing is used in long-term as a tool of streamlining
management processes. This strategic tool is starting to be
used also in public sector. We can say that in Slovak conditions, there is still distrust of management tools such as
outsourcing. It's not because they missed encounter without
sourcing projects, but because the Slovak managers have a
mistrust of the external organization, which should provide
some activities of their business. According Slávik [19], for
small and medium companies it is hard to spend money for
external organization, even if they realize the need of specific skills, which external provider has.
It is necessary to overcome this scepticism, since outsourcing becomes a tool that delivers a competitive advantage. Companies that have taken lessons from abroad or
from successful outsourcing projects, overcome this distrust. The main barrier is that outsourcing does not become
common part of corporate strategic plans; rather it is considered one of the ways reducing operating costs. Slovak
firms have not yet learned to make detailed economic analysis of internal processes; they are unable to separate their
main activity from support processes.

2. Current Approaches to Business
Process Outsourcing

2.1. Scope Knowledge of Outsourcing in Domestic and
Foreign Literature
Outsourcing is the replacement of its own business activities, carried out so far in the business activity, acquired
outside the company. It is the exclusion of activities that
are not the main business of the company (the core business), to increase efficiency. Outsourcing was created in
response to the fact that for many businesses was already
unbearable and even unimaginable for many reasons (financial and personnel), to ensuring that all processes required for long-term level of their own.
In the literature we meet with the term "business process
outsourcing." According to Brown and Wilson [2], is the
act of outsourcing procures services from external sources.
Business process outsourcing occurs when a company
decides to transmit management of a specific process in the
organization (eg. accounting) to a third party, which is
specialized in the area.
The main features of outsourcing include [6]:
- Long duration, long-term contact
- Supplier as the partner,
- A strong partner,
- Decision on outsourcing takes place at the strategic
level,
- The activity is no longer done in-house.
According Halvey and Melby [9], in many ways, today
we live and work in the so-called. outsourcing world more
than ever before. This is the basic principle of business
operations is to use the outsourcing model for all but especially for a growing number of business functions in this
world will not enter into the competitive advantage of
products and services offered by the company. Conversely
competitive differentiation comes as a result of proper
selection of a number of features that a company outsources mainly based on skill with which these functions
are managed.
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The main idea of the traditional understanding of the
planning and management process is to get them all on
your own "in
in house". However, this operation is financially,
technically and personnel-intensive.[3]
Based on a survey made by PricewaterhouseCoopers in
2009 for a sample of 226 of its clients, we can say that the
mostly outsourced area is services in information technolote
gy, whether it is a complete or partial outsourcing. More
services are also used in the field of logistics and human
resources or supply main services. Other results of the
survey shows the following chart (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The use of outsourcing
ng [16]

2.2. Outsourcing Versus Insourcing
The opposite of outsourcing is called insourcing, thus
ensuring its own activities, resources „in-house“.
„in
Respectively, outsourcing means also withdrawal from the outou
sourcing contract. Such withdrawal may have taken
tak
a
number of reasons (eg, rising costs, inadequate choice of
outsourcing partner, of dependence on the service provider,
etc.).. Insourcing is the ideal solution for businesses that
take up less space market, sell higher-margin
margin products and
their competitive
tive advantage is not price but quality.
Companies tend to return to the insourcing in times of
crisis, when there is a release of internal capacities and
their businesses are trying to use these capacities the most.
Another reason is beacause demand is changing and the
need for a flexible response to it is necessary. This means
that all operations must be close to the main field of appliappl
cation. For example, from the middle of the 20th century,
American businesses have begun to prefer Asia, because of
the growing volume of production was more advantageous
for companies to produce overseas. Over time, the ocean
logistics infrastructure greatly intensified too. Its flexibility
has increased to such an extent that allowed companies
largely operate in just-in-time
ime fashion without the need to

build another huge storage space. But several U.S. compacomp
nies have so far preferred this model begin to reassess the
situation. They limit or cancel production in Asia and move
closer to the market,. "Long delivery chain is not
n a problem
if the demand is stable. But the problem is, when producprodu
tion increases or decreases, "says vice president of AmeriAmer
can furniture company Kathy Ireland Karl Eulberg. [15]
Advantages and disadvantages of insourcing
Insourcing, like outsourcing, has
h several advantages but
also disadvantages that by varying degrees affect the decidec
sion on its use in business. It is therefore essential that
managers devote time and effort to risk analysis and effects
that carry the outsourcing but also sourcing.
According
ding to Bruckner and Voříšek [3] the main advanadva
tages of insourcing solutions include high capacity to solve
operating problems because the business is conducted "at
home" in the company, then it is less risk of leakage of
information and know-how.
how. One of the
t major advantages
of insourcing by these two authors is the fact that eme
ployees often perform additional work beyond that are the
result of their efforts to help and skills in the field. These
benefits should be made aware of the outsourcing providers,
because
ecause it is a fact, whether they are trivial or important
benefits, and it affects the demand for the service they
provide. On the other hand, disadvantages of insourcing is
the difficultly to maintain competitiveness at world level in
terms of less flexibility
bility in secondary activities. The disaddisa
vantage is the need for investment in areas beyond the
main activities of the company and also the risk of stagnation. Thee authors also see the disadvantage in the issue of
the responsibility for the area.
The very important factor working in favor of insourcing
is that insourcing reduces dependence on external suppliers.
The side effect of insourcing is communication, which is
characterized by informality and creating interpersonal
relationships that are part of the business climate. Their
effects may be both positive and negative.
According Hučka, Kislingerová and Malý [10] the outou
sourcing is one of trend of the future, which will signifisignif
cantly influence the architecture of the company. But busibus
nesses are trying to avoid outsourcing activities that:
- Are critical to the success of the final product or serse
vice to the customer
- Require special knowledge and skills, technology or a
number of potential suppliers is limited,
- Related to the core responsibilities of the company
- Are important for the synergistic effects that arise in
society.
Companies in the selection of suitable activities use
mainly outsourcing experience and empirical methods,
based mainly on determining the criteria for which activiactiv
ties are suitablee for outsourcing.
2.3. Reasons for
or Outsourcing
Tendency today is to outsource more and more beacause
outsourcing is the way how to increase competitiveness of
business processes to reduce costs. But not only these reare
sons are the main causes for implementation of this pheph
nomenon in corporate practice. (Figure 3)
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Figure 3. The most important reasons for outsourcing[3]

The main reason for exclusion of business activities is
the concentration on core activities that ensure the
th survival
of the company. Outsourcing should ensure greater responrespo
siveness, accuracy and the overall competitiveness of the
company. Ultimately, no matter whether it is the nature of
the business of production or providing services. Thus, the
company movedd part of processes not directly related to
the implementation of the product to provider; it remains
greater scope and opportunities for improvement and
streamlining those processes, which directly affect and
impact its core business. For these processes usually has
more time and money.
Finally, one of the major reasons for outsourcing is
quantity
tity and quality of experience that service providers
have. They are mostly experts, whose main area of activity
is just work, they handle. They have a long experience
experienc in
the field; they can assess potential risks and hidden pitfalls,
because they met with them in the past. All this enables
their clients to not make but to successfully avoid mistakes.
Lack of licensing or authorization to perform certain
specialized services
rvices is also considered one of the reasons
for outsourcing (eg. storage and handling of hazardous
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substances).
In the field of human resources, a significant benefit of
outsourcing is not only connected with the various seasonal
fluctuations but also withh a stable demand for employees.
The client does not care about recruiting, sourcing, rer
cruitment, simply enter your partner a requirement for all
personnel and responsibilities and the process moves on
him. The human resources tend to assign the payroll, administration and so on provider.
The decisive argument why to outsource is clearly the
financial aspect. Well-designed
designed business process outsourcoutsour
ing solutions can save considerable money by streamlining
processes. The financial aspect is closely related to
t costs in
the outsourcing relationship changed from fixed to variable.
An example is the area of storage or transport. If the comco
pany owns a car park, warehouse, or the other fleet, resultresul
ing in each case are the fixed costs (eg depreciation), ala
though their
eir equipment and buildings not used. These costs
tend to represent a negligible percentage of the total cost.
However, if the company decides to outsource this area of
activity, fixed costs will fall away and transferred to a propr
vider who billed the clientt a price equal to the actual diverdive
sion performance. In this case, therefore it has a variable
cost.
In relation to the cost aspect of outsourcing should act
very carefully. The decision on allocation of a specific area
of business for financial reasons should
sh
consider the market mechanism on one side and the other for internal planpla
ning. While there is no company in the market environment,
external suppliers are in it. Business activities are the result
of internal (administrative) planning, which believes that it
is more rational than on market. However, this internal
planning is inconsistent with Smith "invisible hand of marma
ket", so we seem to appear that there is a conflict. ThereTher
fore, by outsourcing to take place only if it carries on its
business processes
ses with higher costs (including all costs,
and planning), than those that would be spent if it ensures
the different business processes.
The decision to outsource is very difficult and the imi
plementation of outsourcing raises many questions regardregar
ing appropriate
opriate objectivity, rationality and problem solving.
These questions usually arise in the business for the folfo
lowing reasons [17]:
• Reduce and control operating costs
• Access to new know-how,
how,
• Unavailability of the necessary resources - internally
• Reduction
duction of investment costs
• Transfer of risk
• Improve the quality of business processes,
• Improve cash flow,
• Freeing capacity on "core business"
• Cash from the sale of equipment providers,
• Release of internal resources for other activities.
2.4. Risks off Introducing Outsourcing
Outsourci
The risk factors may affect the outcome of actions, activacti
ities, and therefore business. It is most often seen as the
probability of loss or failure. The decision on outsourcing
is often associated with a direct impact on the whole comco
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pany, its value, future direction and financial situation. It is
usual phenomenon that we encounter in business practice
with the problems and disadvantages associated with outsourcing. With the introduction of outsourcing failure and
its management during the outsourcing relationship is related to the risk of undermining society. Managers must be
aware of potential problems and negative aspects asso-

ciated with the use of outsourcing, for example [20]:
➢ costs of coordination: difficulties may occur particularly in reconciling production with external providers,
➢ problems with quality and service: in general, there is
the tendency to rely on the quality, but quality is, on the
other hand, difficult to verify,

Figure 4. Reasons for outsourcing: USA vs. Europe [4]

It is interesting to look at the reasons that lead to outsourcing companies in America, compared with companies
operating in Western Europe.
In the U.S., look at outsourcing from a procedural point
of view - the reasons are more focused on improving the
"core business" growth of knowledge, access to new technologies. In Europe, outsourcing leads to a more cost perspective. An overview of reasons behind outsourcing in the
U.S. versus Europe brings the graph (Figure 4).
➢ control: outsourcing can cause loss of control over
key areas, not excluding employee relations and managing
staff,
➢ dependence on the service provider: it may be due to
poor control of the outsourcing relationship and market
monitoring,
➢ risk arising from the disadvantages of the contract for
the delivery of services and influence the environment in
terms of cooperation with service providers and the risk of
failure of cooperation,
➢ internal ignorance of the real costs: failure to meet initial expectations of cost reduction (customer miscalculated
all the original internal costs),
➢ from the perspective of the provider, there is usually
required very good knowledge of the client, if necessary its
strategic goals and plans.
Since the decision on outsourcing is a long-term, it

means strategic, decision-makers or employees and managers involved in this process should consider not only the
difficulty of using the outsourcing but should also take into
account the strategic position of the company, its resources
and capacity. Although cost analyses speak in favor of
outsourcing, there may also be many unforeseen circumstances that cause other direct and indirect costs that may
outweigh the benefits.
These disadvantages are inherent advantages of insourcing –it is ensuring services within the company. Providers
should be made aware of these benefits of the outsourcing,
because it is a fact, whether they are trivial or important, it
affects the demand for the service they provide.
It is important to realize that outsourcing is not an option
only for large companies. Over the last thirty years, number
of small and medium enterprises has grown such as their
contribution to outsource various activities. Many companies provide specialized services available for small companies.
In the case of outsourcing risks can be eliminated thorough analysis of the risk outsourcing relationship. For
smaller companies, where all the decision to outsource cost
more or less to the owner or executive officer, risk analyzes
is not performed, or they are very superficial. In some
cases, the outsourcing company is the only possible solution for ensuring the activity (for example, in the absence
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of internal sources).
List of advantages and disadvantages of outsourcing
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gives the following table (Table 1).[18]

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of outsourcing
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Focu on core-business

Loss of control over the outsourced area

Do the activity on expert level

Loss of contact with customer

Access to new markets

Leakage of confidential information

Access to international logistics networks

Loss of ability to respond to changes in customer needs

Higher customer satisfaction

Resistance to change by employees

STRATEGIC

More flexibility

Economies of scale

FINANCIAL

Nonrealistic fee structure and financial loss

Lower capital investment

Dependence on provider

Lower services cost

Problems with a estimated cost saving

Lower financial risk
Change fixed costs to variable
Lower labor costs
Possibility of benchmarking in logistics costs
Better use of capacity

Weak information system

More flexibility in capacity use

Lower customer service

Lower stock

Large differences in corporate culture of provider

Shorter order cycle

Lack of qualification

Reducing production preparation

Technological failure

OPERATING

Access to logistics operating systems

3. Research of Outsourcing in the Practice of Slovak Companies
In the following part we would like to show the results
of research, made in companies in Slovakia, concerning
use of outsourcing.
3.1. Characteristics of Respondents
We would like to explain to the situation in the area of
outsourcing in Slovakia, we have mapped out through a
questionnaire survey. This survey was realized in Slovak
republic in the years of 2009 and 2010. The sample of
chosen companies represents 100 organizations. The characteristic of companies is listed according to their size and
scope activities.

As shown in the following chart (Figure 5), more than
37% of surveyed companies has up to 9 employees, 30%of
respondents has up to 49 employees. Together they form
more than 67% of enterprises surveyed. According to the
Statistical Office Slovak Republic, in Slovakia there are
98.97% of companies just up to 49 employees.
The surveyed companies are characterized by up to 50%
of companies had turnover for the years 2009 and 2010 to
2 million Euro.
In 2009 more than 78% asked companies earned profit,
similar in the year 2010, where 83% of respondents made a
profit. Percentage of profitable businesses for the past four
years gives the following graph (Figure 6).
Surveyed companies were from the area of trade 22%,
production 33% and services 45%. In terms of core business, most enterprises are in industry, construction and
wholesale and retail trade. The surveyed companies are
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also represented in the agriculture, forestry, financial serse
vices and some types
pes of logistics services such as storage
and transport, but also in formation technology and hospihosp
tality services. The questionnaire also reflects business
government, educational institutions. In the survey, all
respondents were represented according to the classification of economic activities SK NACE. An overview of the
structure business according their focus comes in Table 2.
2

Figure 6. Percentage of profitable companies [1].
Figure 5. Surveyed companies according the number of employees [1]
Table 2. Surveyed companies according their focus [1]
Main focus of activities

Share of responedents

Agriculture, Forestry and fishing

8%

Manufacturing

17%

Electricity, gas

2%

Water supply

1%

Construction

18%

Wholesale and retail

19%

Transport and storage

5%

Accommodation and foodservices

3%

Information and communication

2%

Financial and insurance activities

5%

Real estate activities

3%

Professional, scientific and technical activities

8%

Administrative and support services

2%

Public administration and defense

2%

Education

3%

Arts, entertainment and recreation

2%

In terms of scope, the majority of respondents replied
that it operates regionally (31%) and nationally (30%). At
the local level works 11% of respondents.The survey
showed that 19% of respondents operate on a transnational
transn
level and 9% of companies said they
hey will move to world
markets. Overall, that the Slovak market operates more
than half of respondents and only less than a third of busibus
nesses are moving to markets beyond Slovakia.

does not use. More data are in the following
follo
graph (Figure
7).

3.2. Use of Outsourcing byy Respondents
In the second part of the questionnaire,
naire, participants were
asked to field of outsourcing.
Deciding on outsourcing is mainly on the top managema
ment - up to 85% of businesses stated that whether or not
to use outsourcing decision is on top management. 12% of
respondents said that outsourcing decided by mid-level
mid
manager, and 3% of companies involved in decisions on
outsourcing regular employee.
When asked whether they use outsourcing, almost half
said they do. More than a third of companies outsourcing

Figure 7. Use of outsourcing [1]

The search shows that outsourcing is dominated in large
companies, which have over 250 employees. In contrast,
outsourcing is used only third of respondents among the
companies that have up to 9 employees.
emp
Costs of outsourcing in the surveyed companies
represent on average 20% of total company costs.
If respondent does not use outsourcing, we asked why.
The reasons are several, the most common, that their own
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employees which are able to provide all the activities well
enough. Up to one fifth of respondents who said they do
not use outsourcing, it's because they do not trustexternal
service provider and have fear of misuse of information.
5.5% respondents consider outsourcing in a risky and it is
expensive for 3.5%.
The survey also showed that companies that use outou
sourcing are in most of the beneficiaries for a long time. A
majority of respondents use outsourcing for more than
three years. Quarter of respondents outsource less than 3
years but more than
an 1 year. It is mainly about outsourcing
in Slovakia. An overview on the use of outsourcing in
terms of geography
eography is shown in the table (Table 3).
The survey confirmed that outsourcing within whole
world is used only by multinational manufacturing compacomp
nies, employing over 250 employees. Mainly medium and
large companies from 50 employees engaged in manufacmanufa
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turing but also construction use outsourcing within EuroEur
pean Union.
Table 3. Outsourcing in terms of geography [1]
Outsourcing within:

Share of respondents

Slovakia

67%

European Union

24%

World

9%

It is known that firms tend to outsource not just one but
several business areas (Figure 8). From this point of view,
our research shows that outsourcing is used the most in the
Information Technologyy field but also
als in the Human resources field.

Figure 8. The areas of outsourcing used in Slovakia [1]

Interestingly, respondents from manufacturing compacomp
nies (almost 50% of them) use directly outsourcing
out
of
production, either part or all production activities. The area
of finance and accounting is outsourced mainly by wholewhol
sale and construction businesses or retail. Outsourcing
Ou
of
facility management is again the most used for companies

engaged in financial services.
If you look closely at each area of outsourcing, often is
not about outsourcing the whole area but only parts of it.
The following Table 4 provides an overview of individual
individ
parts of three favourite outsourcing areas.

Table 4. Overview of individual parts of processes, which are outsourced in companies [1]
The areas of outsourcing
Information Technology
Outsourcing of human resources in IT
Outsourcing the operation of applications
Outsourcing of maintenance services,, development
Outsourcing of logistics services
Human resources
Payroll
Personnel search and selection
Employee benefits
Staff leasing
Training and education programs
Assessment center
Personal coaching
Outplacement
Logistics
Outsourcing of procurement
Outsourcing of storage
Outsourcing of transport

Despite these results, the longest outsourcing relationrelatio
ship is in accounting, production and wages. The area ofIT

Share of respondents which outsource the area
18%
20%
48%
14%
35%
17%
2%
6%
33%
2%
2%
2%
13%
9%
78%

is still "young" area that is the subject of outsourcing relarel
tionships.
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Cosourcing integrates both in-house
house and outsourcing
model. 20% of respondents
ondents use also cosourcing in their
companies. The half of them answered, the area of cosourccosour
ing is audit, 30% indicated that they cosource some propr
duction
tion activities in the company and 15% cosource some
human resources area (education).
Multisourcing is a new functional model, which includes
services from various sources toachieve the best possible
result. Multisourcing delivers all the benefits of outsourcoutsour
ing, but also allows businesses to focus capital and rer
sources, on which matter most to firms. It is part of corporate strategy. [2] The question about multisourcing was
answered by very small percentage of respondents. NeverNeve
theless, this notion was adequately explained and, in our
opinion, the multisourcing is extensively used in compacomp
nies. In 5% of respondents
pondents who answered the question we

have always met with positive response and the preferred
area for these companies is transport.
Companies that use outsourcing expected from outsourcoutsour
ing cost reductions and especially specialization,
speci
it means
focus on core business. More than a third of respondents
expected an increase in performance business and business
processes, 31% expected increase of flexibility and 28%
before the implementation of outsourcing expected that
they will release internal outsourcing employees on other
activities. Conversely, one third of companies surveyed
joined the outsourcing due to lack of internal capacity as
we can see in following graph (Figure 9). Only 11% of
respondents led to decision of outsourcing
outsourc
approach to
innovation. 4% of respondents expected cash inflows and
only 2% adopted outsourcing as an unalterable decision of
top management.

Figure 9. Expectations from outsourcing [1]

Based on the survey results we noted that expectations
of cost reduction were filled to 78%. It means that not all
companies reduced costs and achieved their expectation.
Similarly, the specialization and efficiency outsourcing
brought only to 81% of companies,
nies, which had these expecexpe
tations. 94% of respondents filled expectations of increasincrea
ing flexibility. Release of capacity through outsourcing has
reached 60%. On the contrary approach to innovation, as
the expectation of outsourcing was fulfilled by83%.
On the other hand, the respondents met with risks after
implementation the business outsourcing. The main and the
biggest cause of dissatisfaction of outsourcing has been
contacted by the fact that they have become dependent the
outsourcing provider. It is greater
reater for companies providing
services that belong to small and medium enterprises with
a turnover of up to 2 million Euros. They outsource in
Slovakia and what is interesting have the long-term
long
outsourcing experience and use outsourcing in several areas.
On this issue further follow-up
up risks as leakage of conficonf
dential information, loss of contact with customers and
team fall and lower customer service.
The survey also shows that companies are faced with
other failures of outsourcing as a technological failure
fai
of
the outsourcing provider, loss of control the outsourced
area, resistance to change by employees and leak of conficonf
dential information. The other risks were also large differdiffe

ences incorporate culture between the provider and recirec
pient of outsourcing,, loss of contact with customers, inadeinad
quate qualification of the service provider.
In the field of outsourcing, it is very important whole
process, starting with planning. 68% of respondents replied
that it had not prepared plan before they
implement the outsourcing and nearly all of these comco
panies faced a problem depending on the provider of outou
sourcing, an even more problems. Only a third of those
surveyed had a plan to roll outsourcing as part of its planpla
ning system and these companies faced fewer problems
pro
with outsourcing.
Next, we asked the respondents if there is a person rer
sponsible for managing outsourcing relationship. A quarter
of respondents said that there is no one oversees this area
as well as formally, and these companies had not developed
an implementation plan for outsourcing. In 39% of the
respondents is a person who supervises outsourcing relarel
tionship but only formally. Only 35% of respondents eme
ploy person who formally oversees the outsourced area and
regularly meets with suppliers. These
The companies have
developed an implementation plan for outsourcing.
16% of respondents did not inform its employees about
implementation of outsourcing. 26% of respondents ini
formed employees about the implementation of outsourcoutsour
ing and 56% of respondents also
al explained the reasons and
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procedure of implementation. It resulted that 96% of enterente
prises employees take the outsourcing without complicacomplic
tions, even in companies where implementation of an eme
ployee was not notified in advance.
We investigated among the surveyed companies what
organizational changes occurred after introduction of outou
sourcing. According Thomasová [7] it can be integration,
centralization and allocation. Just over half of respondents
indicated that changes did notoccur in the organizational
organizationa
structure. These respondents also avoided complications by
employees after implementation of outsourcing, and these
companies are also characterized in that use outsourcing
more than 3 years. In 17% of respondents were employees
transferred to other departments
rtments (integration) and their
original offices were abolished, which occurred mainly at
manufacturing companies, which announced its intention
to employees and the introduction of outsourcing went with
out resistance from employees. 11% of respondents after
af
the implementation of outsourcing hire new employees,
these changes employees are well taken and the implemenimpleme
tation of outsourcing, they have been notifiedand explained.
9% of surveyed companies release few employees and their
departments have been abolished
lished (allocation), which was
part of a plan drawn up and all these companies impleimpl
mented outsourcing because of saving costs.
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these
hese reasons are from strategic, operational and financial
field. The most common is disadvantage of dependence on
provider made after some time.
In the process of outsourcing there is lack of outsourcing
planning, even if this phase is considering as one of the
main phases of outsourcing. On the contrary, during the
discussion with employees, management explains the reare
sons and progress of the outsourcing implementation. As
the theory says, this step is very important and it fluencies
the outsourcing implementation
mentation without complications.
Companies operating in Slovakia are in turbulent condicond
tions too, such as other companies operating in other councou
tries. In Slovak practice, outsourcing is still the way to
decrease costs instead of opportunity how to increase
increas competition advantages. In our opinion this point of view
should change in the future.
Companies in Slovakia feel the impact of economic cricr
sis, particularly in a reduction of sales and some of them
joined the layoffs, though the relationship did not change
cha
to
outsourcing, as shown in the graph (Figure 10).

4. Conclusions from the
he Analysis of the
Data and the Impact of the
t Economic
Crisis on
n Outsourcing Partnerships
We arrived to some conclusions after the evaluation the
results of the survey according the theory of outsourcing.
Outsourcing, as the replacing internal activity by exterexte
nal activity, is in Slovak conditions often using. From
asked respondents almost half of them use some
s
of business process outsourcing. Mostly, it is long lasting outou
sourcing relationship, lasting more then three years. This
means outsourcing is understood as long term strategic tool
both, in the theory and also in the managerial practice,
where top management
agement makes decision about it.
The main reason of non-using
using of outsourcing is satisfacsatisfa
tion with internal performance of activities but also distrust
for external provider. These reasons are also reasons for
insourcing. In theory we meet also with other reasons
r
for
insourcing companies do not consider such as ability to
solve operating problems etc.
In Slovak conditions, the most used outsourcing area is
information technology field and human resources field,
such as other authors mention too. From geographical
geograp
point
of view, companies in Slovakia use all advantages from
onshoring and nearshoring the most.
The most often mentioned reason for outsourcing is rer
duction of costs, but also specialization and increase of
efficiency. These trends confirm also found
foun trends in other
European countries. Our companies consider less the orgaorg
nizational and competition advantages introduced in outou
sourcing theory.
Results of research show that companies in Slovakia
meet with risk of outsourcing. As other authors mention,

Figure 10. Changes in relationship to outsourcing during crisis [1]

Many companies today use the possibility of outsourcing
processes that are important to them and focus on core
business processes. In terms of Slovak companies, however,
still not looking at outsourcing as opportunity, as is often
referred to in the literature. From our perspective, we are
on the side of authors who refer to outsourcing as a means
of overcoming the crisis.

5. The Methodology
odology of Suitability
Process Outsourcing
According studying of literature and our research the
main issue in companies in Slovakia is how to find and
determine the process, which is suitable for outsourcing. In
practice, the process is chosen the most often
of
just by decision of manager without any analyses.
We suggest simple methodology applicable in practice.
In this procedure, and after answering all or most of the
issues should manager determine whether the process is
suitable for outsourcing or not. We are aware that the evaluation of responses may vary from company to company,
so there is a need for some degree of ability to objectively
determine the manager's process suitable for outsourcing.
In general terms we determine how to evaluate and guide
to follow in case of proposed methodology. [4]
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First Step Process Description - The first prerequisite for
a decision on outsourcing is able to precisely define and
describe the processes taking place in business. If the manager cannot answer all questions clearly in the first step, we
can say that cannot specify, evaluate or review process.
This step is essential to determine whether the process is
the main or side. After the description of the process the
other steps of defining a suitable process for outsourcing or
insourcing follow. The description of the process itself
usually has no decision about outsourcing. It is starting
point for further analysis.
Second step financial statement process - this step is
very important to include all relevant costs of the process
in order to compare the costs with the costs of insourcing.
Third Safe process working time - if process can carry
out the company, enterprise has not purchased specialized
technology and equipment to perform process that are in
continuous operation and does not have a specific process
know-how is possible to proceed with outsourcing. If there
are restrictions on the process they can be divided into two
groups. Either there are limitations to support the decision
of outsourcing (e.g. requiring additional investment from
other sources, occur frequently and temporal variation
below…) Or vice versa, there may be limitations on that
support insourcing (e.g. process time is closely related to
the follow-up processes, etc...)
4th step process documentation – In this step manager
defines if the process map is developed, respectively it can
be developed. If the company planned every step of the
process, defined responsibilities, activities and links be-

tween activities and the process time required for its implementation, this means that in most cases, the business
process is considered as the main or top and this is not
recommended to outsource. However, if process sensitive
information flow to and from the process, it should be
carefully considered if the company may this information
provide to a third party.
Fifth step productivity of the processes - In this step it is
necessary to define exactly what is required productivity of
the process, respectively unproductive activities do not
exceed the productive. In principle, if the process is productive, it is recommended that insourcing and vice versa,
if there is no such productivity, the process is suitable for
outsourcing. Also, the time required for non-productive
activity would not exceed the time required for productive
activities.
Sixth step process control - The business practice is often the case that controls the area is neglected, even though
it is a tool to improve the efficiency and quality improvement processes. If the process is not well controlled and
there is no control by a third party, is most appropriate to
consider such control or consider the possibility to outsource the process.
It is important to note not only one response in favor of
outsourcing is for the outsourcing decision. It should be a
number of responses in favor of outsourcing. The visual
approach of defining a suitable process for outsourcing is
shown in the figure (Figure 11).

Figure 11. How to define a suitable process for outsourcing

6. Conclusion
According Hučka, Kislingerová and Malý, outsourcing
is one of the future trends, which will be significantly influence the development of organization architecture. [3]
A search of literature, international studies and our own
research show that outsourcing is a tool in the globalized
world that can enhance the competitiveness of enterprises.

A survey of managers in the Slovak Republic shows that
Slovak companies are aware of the possibility that this
form of exclusion activity or offers in the near future.
This article was processed within project VEGA
1/0466/11 (Crisis business management).
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